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• Energy use is high
• Energy use is increasing
• Energy is a vulnerability
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Energy use is high in the tactical forces
The Marine Corps today 
consumes in excess of 
200,000 gallons of fuel per 
day in Afghanistan

Forward operating bases 
require a daily minimum of 














Energy use is up, MPG are down
Challenge
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Energy use is a vulnerability
•Convoys at risk on the road  
•IED incidents 
•Patrols diverted for protection 
•Operations delayed for resupply 
•Weight exceeding air and sealift 
•Fluctuating price of oil
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Challenge
Energy savings begins with demand
“As energy and resources flow 
from supply to end use, losses 
compound through successive 
steps. Starting savings 
downstream, at the end-use, turns 
those compounding losses around 











Our goal is to help E2O meet their goals*
Commander has visibility into energy requirements and use

Planning, operations, and training address energy

Personnel are trained, aware, and manage energy use

Doctrine, policies, and organizational structure support 
energy efficiency

An ethos exists that values energy  efficiency

A 50% reduction in the amount of energy is realized







• Not a part of the 
operational forces
• Bring multiple  
perspectives
• Bring a systems  
viewpoint





















      Procedures   

  Awareness      Motivations

         

           Accountability      Op-tempo 





      Culture           Record-keeping  

        

  Stakeholders                Decision points   









Headquarters:  generators, 
communications, electronics

Convoys:  driving behaviors, idling, other

Housing:  electronics, environmental, 
construction

Maintenance:  vehicle use, resource use, 
efficiencies

Staffing: dispatch, op tempo, policies

Attend After Action Reviews:  
observe and conduct brief interviews

Conduct short interviews (when 
appropriate) after our observations
Process
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Focused on training environments











































































• Exercise Planning & Support














Two types of scenarios: 
Direct Use (operational action)

Indirect Use (operational efficiency)

With Scene Variations: 
Location (facility v. deployed)

Focus (LCE v. GCE)

Role (Convoy v. Unit Commander)

Rules (Ad-hoc v. Formal)
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Hotspots: Exercise Planning  















• Integration of Energy/Engineering

• UAVs and simulations

• Unit financial accountability

• Incomplete tracking of vehicles

• Equipment Density Lists

• Command variations in requests

• Vehicle and Battery maintenance







Hotspots: Establishing an  













• Generators aligned to panels

• Fixed capacity generators

• Lack of training

• Shortage of Utility Engineers

• COC’s operate at predicted capacity


















• Coordination between infantry and 
LCE logistics

• Ability to store supplies










• Manual fuel tracking

• Not all vehicles are tracked












• Units are not accountable

• SOPs do not include idling

• PCCs are not easy to use

• Gear lists determine loads

• Vehicle weight impacts mPG

• Scan gauges and black boxes are not 
integrated

• Scan gauges are not readily visible to 
“A” driver

• Howitzer batteries are not reliable

Hotspots: Infantry and  














• Batteries are old and impacted by sun

• Solar does not fully charge Howitzers 

• Equipment needs vary and are 
unpredictable

• Supplies are not tracked well

• Solar is quieter (aids communication)

• Lightweight is desired

• Solar is seen as “redundant” weight

• Vehicles are used to ‘warm up’ and ‘cool 
down’

• PCC’s are long and not standardized

• Greens don’t provide enough power

Hotspots: Combat  









• Coordination with LCE

• Use of ‘Worst case Scenario’

• Field conditions impact battery 
efficiency

• Officers not trained in energy planning

• Junior engineers not trained in energy 
planning

• Battery charge requirements 
uncertain

• Decreasing numbers of Utility 
Engineers













• Fuel reserves and safety

• Unreliability of aircraft

• Dumped fuel is not tracked

• ‘Average’ burn rate is not shown

• Load requirements are not accurate

• Fuel planning is difficult 

• Plane scheduling and routing is 
difficult 

• Inflexibility in allocating flight time

• Flight hours are a budget item and 
must be used

• Simulators have (limited) value

 “We need to teach all MOS the 
efficient use of energy 
resources”
“Reducing the budget is the best 
incentive for saving fuel”
“Being a Marine means we’re 
resilient, resourceful, are willing 
to put up with shit”
Knowledge, Attitudes, 














Marines need more awareness & knowledge  
• Marines are not aware of fuel usage or its 
impact  

• There is a lack of knowledge in energy 
planning and management 
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Attitudes & values limit willingness to 
change 
• There is a sense of abundance

• There is little financial accountability

• Change is associated with more 
bureaucracy  

• Effectiveness trumps efficiency  
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Motivations for change are weak  
• Comfort trumps efficiency  

• Safety and risk are key considerations  

• Rewards and Incentives can change 
behavior

• Leadership is a key force

• Environmentalism is a weak force 
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“Reducing the 













• Target usage data at Policy Setters and Enforcers 
• Revise Gear Lists and PCC’s

• Evaluate and align supply requirements

• Accommodate changing op-tempo

• Optimize flight paths and flight scheduling 

Policies 
• Revise training requirements

• Make units financially accountable

• Introduce Energy ‘Injects’ and Engineering Coyotes  
and use ‘Midterm Planning Conferences’ to correct






• Target feedback systems at “Enforcers”

• Educate IT on optimum server setup and operation

• Include generator load planning for all engineering MOS

• Install average burn rate meters on aircraft

Culture 
• Use a ‘Total Lifecycle Management’ approach

• Increase number of Utility Engineers, use as mentors

• Build a “lighten the load”, “agile” culture in MOS schools and ITX

• Win over leadership 
Technology 
• Reduce weight of vehicles and supplies

• Use simulators and UAVs

• Improve reliability of solar and batteries

• Standardize and communicate battery and vehicle maintenance procedures







Improve energy technologies 
Provide real time visibility and control

Make information & decision tools easy to use 

Develop efficient and easy to use technologies 

Lighten vehicles, supplies, and armor

Build an ethos of energy efficiency  
Make individuals and units accountable

Provide incentives and rewards 







Improve overall efficiency 
Increase logistical efficiencies 

Increase usability of supporting systems

Modify the structure of exercises
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For more information
amsalem@nps.edu
agallenson@nps.edu
ahernand@nps.edu
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